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LANGUAGE AWARENESS 1: WORDS 
 
We went to the station with Anna and had a cup of latte 
 
Writing a textbook means leaving things out without anyone noticing.  
The texts should sound natural, as if nothing essential had been omitted, but they may contain only the 
structures that have already been dealt with, and a bit more (the present lesson’s central issue). In the first 
lesson of the beginners’ course the texts are excruciatingly short for grownups, who have developed a V.I.E. 
(very important ego) and want to express it. Staying with “I am Pekka, who are you?” is a torture.  Pekka 
wold like to say he is a consulting executive staff management associated director, but things that can be put 
very simply in language A might require the use of complex structures in language B, and vice versa.  
Poor Pekka can’t express his V.I.E. in the target language as easily as he does it in his mother tongue, he 
might have to take a detour. 
 
In Italian “My name is Anna”  includes a pronominal verb, so you can’t use Mi chiamo Anna in lesson one. 
How about “this is a green desk and this is a red chair”?  Forget it. Adjectives, articles and pronouns must 
agree with chairs and desks in gender and number. Finnish has no articles and no gender. “Questo è un 
tavolo verde e questa è una sedia rossa” is not where you start from if you are teaching Italian in Finland.  
 
Should I let endings and articles run wild, trusting that they will fall in their place later on? Never discourage 
students from trying their luck! On the other hand, endings hardly ever fall in their place by themselves. I am 
not willing to foster the belief that in Italian anything goes: italian grammar is indeed quite flexible, 
e.g.compared with french grammar, but “flexible rules” does not amount to “no rules”. What should I do? In 
the beginners’ courses I try to get around the problem by pretending adjectives don’t exist. But  my students 
won’t be fooled, they grab their pocekt dictionaries and start expressing their V.I.E. as if gender, number and 
grammatical agreement were irrelevant. “Patience, my friends!” I say, quoting master Yoda. Alas, nobody 
remembers Yoda, the Force, Star Wars, or patience for that matter.  
 
You may think you need words in order to express your V.I.E., but what you really read, write, hear and say 
when using language is not words: it is words-in-context. Words adrift  in a dictionary have many possible 
meanings, words in their context acquire the meaning that the context requires. Words have a position, a task 
and a network of relationships in the structure of their context. You might not see this structure because it is 
too close to your eyes and ears – in fact, it is behind your eyes and ears, but without structure you wouldn’t 
understand a word! By structure I don’t mean a stiff grid of rules, I mean a flexible system originating in 
culture and society, where everything is affected by everything else.  
 
Some structures have international counterparts, some don’t. The structure “verb in the 1st person plural + 
noun in the genitive + kanssa (together)”  is ubiquitous in spoken Finnish, but has no counterpart in Italian. 
Menimme Annan kanssa asemalle means “Anna and I went to the station” (2 people went to the station). My 
students take this structure for granted and confidently import it into italian. “Siamo andati con Anna alla 
stazione” (We went to the station with Anna), however, implies that 3 or more people wento to the station 
 
But then again, do you know where to draw the line between singular and plural? I don’t.  Anna ed io siamo 
andati … [Anna and I went …] refers to the same situation as Sono andata con Anna  [I went  with Anna.] 
The former stresses the joint action, the latter the viewpoint of the speaker. Both singular and plural make 
sense. Some nouns are always plural in some languages but not in others. Some words that are plural in 
Finnish, like häät (a wedding) hautajaiset (a funeral), kastiaiset (a christening),  jauhot (the flour), kasvot 
(the face) are singular in most european languages, others tend to be internationally plural, e.g. the scissors 
(sakset in Finnish, le forbici in italian) which is singular in German: die Schere. The brains is a plural word 
in Finnish: aivot, but not in Italian: il cervello. If you are not unemployed or on holiday, in Finland you are 
töissä (at works), not työssä (at work). Don’t try to explain these differences with fancy stereotypes about the 
“nature” of peoples. You can see a face as a single unit or as a group of features, (kasvot), and a ceremony (a 
wedding) as a sequence of actions (häät); when at work, you might carry out different tasks during the day, 
and that’s why you are töissä.  An object that has two symmetrical parts can be conceptualized analytically 
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as two parts (scissors) or syntetically as one (Schere). Whatever way of seeing things can be tried out, will be 
tried out. Nature loves variety. 
 
The use of words and expressions changes over time, creating ever new meanings and misunderstandings. 
Take for instance the word latte: it means milk in italian, but recently the yankees have spread it globally as 
the name of a coffe-and-milk mixture. Probably latte is short for latte macchiato: “milk with a spot (of 
coffee)”(i.e. milk with a dash). Perhaps in time the words latte and caffè will swop meanings. 
 
Pari is a finnish word that seems to have an exact counterpart in Italian and English and goes into the same 
kind of structure: pari + partitive can be literally translated as a pair or a couple of something, but when a 
Finn says pari tuntia, she/he means exactly 120 minutes. Instead, when an italian says un paio d’ore, i.e. a 
couple of hours, she/he means something between 1,5 and 3 hours. Un paio di scarpe is a steady couple: a 
pair of shoes. 
 
Patience, my friends! If you don’t become aware of the structures (those of the languages you already master 
and those of the target language) and of the vagaries of usage, you’ll keep on importing words at random 
from your pocket dictionaries into sentences whose syntax and pragmatics are not those of the target 
language. 
 
Vocabulary is a relevant part of language and you’ll have to learn words, but not from your pocket 
dictionary. If you only have an antiquarian curiosity for words, be my guest, keep on thumbing through. If 
you want to learn expressing your V.I.E. in a way that makes sense, consider De Saussure’s coffee bean. 
 
 
De Saussure’s coffee bean 
 
 
        signifier 
 
         signified 
 
This coffee bean is a linguistic sign à la de Saussure1. In a linguistic sign the signifier is a sound pattern, the 
shape of a word, and the signified is the mental image supposedly attached to that word by all the users of 
language X.  The coffee bean model has been criticized for many good reasons, but it will do for my 
purpose.  Of course “real” coffee beans are not as simple as that: a word can have two or more images 
attached to it, e.g. signifiers like wood, smart, nuts, flat or awesome point to different “signifieds” in different 
contexts and different registers, to different users, at different times and in different places. De Saussure did 
not stress the subjectivity and contextual nature of sign interpretation (the poor thing died in 1913, before the 
age of non-objectivity), but his simple, elegant model allows for a few finishing postmodern touches without 
losing clarity. 
 
 
Having a signifier and many signifieds is complex enough, but learners of foreign languages can make the 
system really cumbersome by piling up signifiers like this: 
 
 
      hymy  sorriso 
        smile    
 
                ☺ 
 

                                                           
1 You can read about the coffe bean in Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (Cours de linguistique 
générale).  
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In your original coffee bean, the word “smile” is paired with your concept of smile, based on your 
experience in the so called extralinguistic world out there.2  
 
Translating words means attaching the word hymy to the word smile while smile stays attached to the smile 
you have in mind. By lining up signifiers you end up with a huge, unmanageable word folder, not a thing to 
hymyillä about. You should not overload the folder of your mother tongue with new words. Instead, you 
should create a new folder for each new language. Make brand new coffee beans, look for experiences 
instead of isolating words, learn words through experience and associate each new signifier directly with 
something that is real for you: a feeling, an image, a song…  
 
 
language 1 
 
 
        smile 
 
                ☺ 
 
 
language 2  language 3   
 
            
          
 
 
 
 
 
This will enrich your V.I.E., keep your language folders within reasonable limits and help you remember new 
words in the context they belong to.  
 
After all a smile is not exactly a hymy. A smile is a signal that exists everywhere in the world and conveys 
similar, but not identical meanings everywhere. Mostly a smile expresses friendliness or joy, but if you 
watch an old japanese movie you’ll notice that the most terrible things are said – especially if the speaker is a 
woman – smiling and bowing politely. Smiling has nuances in the Far East that westerners easily 
misunderstand if they don’t know anything about the culture and history of those puzzling Asian smiles. An 
eastern smile can express impatience and anger, a western smile can become a gleeful grin, or be interpreted 
as such even if it isn’t. Don’t smile too much to Finns, they easily think you are making fun of them, or that 
you are overconfident and arrogant, or that you want something. 
 
Picking words from their context and attaching them to experiences will also enable you to stay open to the 
structural peculiarities of each language. If you just translate words, you end up fitting foreign words into the 
patterns of your mother tongue. This operation can create many misunderstandings ranging fron harmless to 
extremely funny to dangerous. Even very advanced learners unconsciously import words into the wrong 
structures. The structures we refer to need not come straight from our mother tongue: I know the funny 
structures I sometimes transplant into English and Finnish are not necessarily Italian: they emerge from 
memories of Latin, Greek, German, Japanese, dreams, previous lives and what not. Perhaps adult learners 
will never be completely free from structural contamination – if they were, proofreaders would be lose their 

                                                           
2 I don’t think we could talk about our world, if it was really extralinguistic, i.e. outside language. In other words, the 
reality we can talk about is within the boundaries of language. If there is a world outside language, we cannot access it 
with our sleepy waking-and-talking consciousness. But this is the ancient, heated and unsolvable philosophical question 
of knowledge, and I am not going to solve it here. 
 

hymy   
 

     

sorriso 
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job. But we can minimize contamination by paying attention to how words are used by native speakers (you 
can do this simply by googling a word or a sentence). 
 
Conceptualizing the body 
 
Do you think that a hand is a hand? that’s not correct. An english hand and an italian mano are the part of the 
body at the end of your arm, between the fingertips and the wrist. But an English hand has four fingers and a 
thumb, whereas an Italian hand has five fingers (the thumb being one of the fingers). A Finnish käsi is the 
part of the body between your fingertips and your shoulder, but it can also indicate what we Indo-European 
folks understand by hand or mano. There is a word for arm: käsivarsi, the stem of the hand, while the 
meaning of käsi depends solely on the context. In Finglish (the English spoken by Finns), a hand ends at the 
shoulder and a foot at the groin. And vice versa: foreign users of Finnish use käsi as they use hand. Another 
interesting Finglish word is stomach, used to translate vatsa. Vatsa, however, is a colloquial term that 
indicates the whole abdominal cavity, and the whole digestive system. The Finnish for stomach is 
mahalaukku, the Finnish for bowels is suolisto, but only physicians use these terms, while careless yoga 
teachers might tell you to “breathe from your stomach”. Relax, they mean abdominal breathing.  
 
My hands and feet speak English and Finnish because I have danced, drawn, painted, cleaned up toilets and 
practiced yoga in these languages. My hands don’t speak German because I have never done or learnt to do 
anything practical in German, only intellectual stuff.  
 
If you really want to learn a language, create experience in that language, do something, make something. 
Cook, paint, assemble Ikea’s shelves, dance, practice sports, play music, practice yoga… Your muscles will 
become open minded and stiff prejudice will disappear from your joints. In time, mind will follow. 
 
 


